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replaced by one with a still smaller bandwidth, the size of the signal from the
larger bandwidth material decreases (sometimes dramatically), and the part of
the spectrum due to scattering by 2k phonons is relatively enhanced.
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ABSTRACT

For a small contact between two different materials (a hetero-

contact), we derive the free electron expression for the electron-

phonon ,pectral function determined from the measured I-V charac-

teristic. The heterocontact spectral function differs strikingly from

the honocontact spectral function in that it excludes scattering

through angles less than a minimum angle in the larger bandwidth

material. We calculate realistic heterocontact spectra for pairs of

alkali metals. If in a given pair of alkalis the smaller bandwidth

material is replaced by one with a still smaller bandwidth, the size

of the signal from the larger bandwidth material decreases (some-

times dramatically), and the part of the spectrum due to scattering

by 2kF. phonons is relatively enhanced.

PACS Numbers: 73..10..Jn, 72.15.Eb
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I. Introduction

Point contact spectroscopy has been successfully used to study the electron-

phonon interaction in a wide variety of metals,' including the alkali metals.2' 3 In

this technique, one measures the derivatives of the I-V curve of a small contact

between two bulk materials. If the size of the contact is smaller than the inelas-

tic mean free path, the non-ohmic part of the resistance is proportional to a

weighted average over the Fermi surface of the scattering rate at the applied vol-

tage." Most work to date has used contacts between the same material (homo-

contacts), and for this case the weight factor is well known (see Eq.(7) below).4"5

Contacts between two different materials (heterocontacts) (liffer from horno-

contacts in two important ways: the difference in Fermi velocity leads to

reflection and refraction of electrons at the interface (kinematic effects), and the

charge density at the interface scatters the electrons. Experiments done on

heterocontacts l'5 '7 show phonon structure from both materials and are roughly

consistent with adding the individual spectra of the two materials, but have not

been subjected to a detailed shape analysis. Ileterocontacts have been investi-

gated theoretically using the methods developed for homocontacts. The distribu-

tion of electrons in a heterocontact in the approximation of no scattering has

been calculated,8 and interface scattering effects (modelled by a 6-function bar-

rier) and kinematic effects for two materials with very different Fermi energies

have been investigated.9 However, the weight factor for electron-phonon scatter-

ing in the heterocontact case has not previously been calculated.

In this paper we find the weight factor for a heterocontact, taking into

account the kinematic effects of the interface but not the interface scattering, and

",,%. ..................... . . . . ............ . .... . ... .... . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .'-... .-... '. .. ''-"''',,',',......" ' '-...- ...."-.-i
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calculate realistic point contact spectra for pairs of alkali metals. In deriving our

expression for the weight factor we assume that both materials are free electron

metals at zero temperature. (The experiments are usually done at low tempera-

ture.) We use the method of Kulik, Omel'yanchuk. and Shekter t in which one

solves the Boltzmann equation to first order in the electron-phonon interaction.

We find, first, that the weight factor for a heterocontact differs from that for a

homocontact only in the larger bandwidth material. Second, in the larger

bandwidth material, scattering through angles less than a minimum angle is

excluded and the phase space for allowed scattering is reduced. Third, the

overalU magnitude of the spectrum from the larger bandwidth material decreases,

sometims dramatically, because of the smaller bandwidth material. Fourth, the

portions of the spectrum with a high contribution from scattering by 2kF pho-

nons are enhanced relative to other poxrioiis of ,he spectrum.

In section II. we discuss the geometry of the contact and the current through

the contact in the absence of scattering. Then we add the electron-phonon

scattering and derive the weight factor in sections III and IV. Sections V and VI

present the method of calculating the spectra of the alkali metals and the results,

respectively. Finally, we summarize and comment on the possibility of more gen-

eral applicability of our results (section VII).

II. Geometry and No Scattering Current

Throughout this )aper, the gonetry that we consider is an ide:azelizd form of

the point contact geometry.1 As show n in Fi-iure 1(a), we consider two free-

electron metals of differing densities, and hence bandwidth, joined at an interface

~~~~~~~~~~.. . . .. . . . . . ............. . , . . . ., o- .•-. ..o., ' - . .-. """ , ,o- .. •.°
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in the z=O plane. The difference in bandwidth, A -it,- pt., is the intrinsic

potential step seen by electrons crossing between material 1 and material 2. The

interface is insulating except for a small round hole of radius a which represents

the point contact.

Before discussing the distribution of electrons under an applied bias, we

point out some important features of the equilibrium case. In equilibrium the

distribution, f (7,) , depends on 1- only through the kinetic energy, k , and is

given by the Fermi function appropriate to the material at the point 7:

1 No for < 0f (7,F r)e{
fo( ) _ I ,for: ->0

e 3,-:+ 1

The crucial difference between a heterocontact and a homocontact is the

intrinsic potential step between materials 1 and 2. This step affects electrons

crossing between materials 1 and 2 in two important ways: an electron's momen-

tum perpendicular to the step must be greater than a critical value in order to

pass from material 1 to 2, and any electron crossing from material 2 to I gains

perpendicular muomentum at the step. We define a critical wavevector,

ke\ (p I T= 2V7; 7Ain,, (2)

in terms of which all the kinematic effects of the heterocontact can be written:

an electron in material 1 must have k. --k. in order to enter material 2, and an

electron which has crossed from material 2 to I must have k- <- . Figure l(b)

shows the equilibrium distribtuion and indicates which electrons will cross or

have crossed the potential step.

...........
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Turning now to the situation when a voltage is applied. we first consider the

limit when there is no scattering and obtain the distribution, f"' (T,K), both by a

qualitative argument 8 and from the Boltzmann equation. We restrict ourselves to

the case of a small applied voltage. el' <<.. applied so that the net electron

flov is from material I to 2 (i.e. V>0). Our final results are equally valid if the

net electron flow is from material 2 to 1. In this case the trajectories of the elec-

trons are essentially straight within either material because the applied potential

drop, which is concentrated near the hole because of the constriction resistance, is

not large enough to bend electrons near the Fermi level, the oniy electrons that

contribute to the net current. An electron crossing the hole in the zrO plane is, .

of course, bent: its parallel wave vector -, conserved. but k. changes in order to

accomadate the change in energy ±A.

Because electrons crossing the hole from left to right gain kinetic energy

from the applied field while ones crossi-n from right to left lose kinetic energy, at. .

any point in space electrons originally from the Fermi level of material 1 will

have eV more energy than electrons originally from the Fermi level of material 2.

Thus the distribution of electrons at a point 7" is broken into two distinct regions

in T with different filling levels: the maximum energ" of electrons from material 1

is eV greater than the maximum energy of electrons from material 2.

The geo; .etry of the contact determines the size of each of these regions in

r. Given a point J" in material 1, the number of electrons from material 2 and

their k are restricted by the solid angle subtended by the hole from F; we let

f2(7) be the set of k that point at the hole from F. lowever, because of the

internal potential step, all electrons with ]k: --:k, in material 1 originated ini

. ...... .... ,. . . . ... . . .,.. ..- .. . ::: i
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material 1 (see Eq. (2)). Thus in material 1, the solid angle restricts the electrons

from material 2 only if this restriction is more severe than simply k: <. -k. On

the other hand, given a point in material 2, the only restriction on the electrons

from material 1 is the solid angle subtended by the hole, as in the case of a

homocontact. Figure 2 shows the distribution without scattering, "'

obtained by applying the solid angle restriction while keeping in mind that

k. <-k. for any electron in material 1 which came from material 2.

To obtain this same result formallv, we follow the method of Iulik, et al.4

and solve the collisionless Boltzmann equation where the force acting on an elec-

tron, F(7), has a contribution both from the applied potential energy, U(7)

(delined so U---:O at the hole), and from the internal step -,:

F(7) O!- hk oP 0

07'

Integration along a trajectory F' defined by Y'4rr/m and -k=(7).

transforms the Poltzmann equattion to the set cf equations

df no (7(t ),k(I )),'dt 0, there being one equation for each trajectory F. The

solution of these equations is clearly that f"' is constant along each trajectory.

The value of f' along an) given trajectory depends on which side of the
contact the particle originated and on the boundary condition, which we take to

be f- f. as -- v an( pd P.o as Z-- . States which originate in

material 1 are filled to a higher energy than those which originate in mat erial 2

because the Fermi level as :--oc is eV above the Fermi level as . We

deiio e by E>,i(7) the maximurn kinetic energy of electrons in material i at

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,.

'- "" " ". " " " " "" '.o
°
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point 7 which came from material I and call this energy the higher illin- level.

Likewise. we denote by E <.; (F) the maximun kinetic energy of electrons in

material i at point 7 which came from material 2 and call this energy the lower

filling level. The filling levels vary in space because of the applied potential and

the expressions E (-)=-i -U(1:)-eV .2 and E- ,(-) pl,-U:r)-eY 2 relate

the lower and higher filling levels respectively to the applied potential and the

Fermi energies. In terms of these filling levels the following two statements coin-

pletely specify p' . (1) If the state k at point F came from material 1, it is filled

(that is ' (,k)zl) if Ek <E >' (F) and empty otherwise (f' (2) If

the state k at point 7 came from material 2, it is filled if (k <E:,j (F) and

empty otherwise.

An explicit expression for f (7,!) requires a seif-consistent solution for

U(7), the paths F and the density n (7)=f f (7,Vk) d 4k .1, 3 , which is coupltd

back to U(7) through Poisson's equation. We side-step the question of self-

consistency by assuming, as above, that the paths of the particlus are straight

lines within each material and bend at the interface. This assumption leads to an

explicit form for fn (-,r):

f o(k + U (F)-eV/'2), : <0,-k not in P(7) or k. ->-k.

f o((, --U(F)--e V/2), z <0 - in .Q(7) and k. -k.

+f( +"-U(7)-eV/2), z >0,-4 in P(7)

f.((k +_U V) e,/2), >0, 1k not in,(7)

where 12(7) is the set of k that point at the hole from 7.

The feature of F'(Y,k) for a heterocontact ( 4q. (.1)) which distinguishes it

from the homocontact ca.se is the additional restriction in material 1: only states

. . .-. ... .
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with k. <-k. are filled to the lower filling level Er. because all electrons from

material 2 must have k:, <-ke. The distribution in material 2 is independent of

material 1 and so is identical to the distribution in a homocontact made from

material 2 at the same applied voltage.8 Consequently, all the effects of the bi-

material nature of the contact are felt in material I and are determined by the

critical wavevector k.

The current implied by the distribution in Eq. (-4) can be calculated from

7 =-e f-f (7.1k)d 3k/.t and is the same as in a homocontact made from

material 2:8

J = 4 "(5)

Ill. Electron Phonon-Scattering: Discussion of the main effects

The general effect of electron-phonon scattering is to modulate the current

through the contact because the electron scattering is inelastic. In order for

scattering in a given channel, -'- , to affect the current, two conditions must

be satisfied: there must be available initial states (k) and final states (k'), and

the electron must either scatter out of or into a state that contributes to the

current through the hole. These two conditions lead to restrictions both on the

energies of the final and initial states, and on " and k . because of tile geometry

of the point contact (which in our case is a simple circular hole). The restrictions

on k and k mean that each scattering channel contributes to the change in

current, .. I, with a different weight. In the rest of this section, we deduce tile

restrictions on energies an(l on k and / first for material 2 and then for

• *.".-"*.--'. "..'° "** . .. ... . " . ... .. .. .. .. . ........ . • .. .. ... . .- , . •"|
il ml wl

' ' .
.. . . . . . .. -



material 1, and wve present the weight factor, t( k .k ' .and the elmange in

current that these rest rictions imp lv Sect ion IN' contains a more (det ailed denyra

ion of the weliht factor. B~ecause we assume that the mean free path is much

larger than the size of the hole, elect ron-phionon seat tering, (ces; not great ly per-

turf) the distribution of electrons. Thus, the rest rict Ions on T and~ k can he

deduced by looking at f' (-FJ) in each material (see Fig. 2). At zero tempera-

ture, only phionon emmission occurs and hence the energyN of the initial state

mli ,t be greater than that of thle final stnte.

In inater'.al 2, thle einerg-y of :itl Initial A ate must be less than the higher

* ~fi llm n level. E .,(T), aind thle enier,.y of a finial state must be rreat er than thle

lowe(r filliniig evv El . .,(T7). Elius t he ma:,xim u if energY dIifference lbet ween Initial

an1d final states, and hence thle mim phonon ener-y, is the applied voltage

E'F .. )-. ).IoretoIae the initial en ergy )-reait(,r thiian the fina:l

e r, (poo mk o) h ni i lc o must hiave com through the hole

mu -t go back thIirouglh the hole, wh ichi rest rict s the fina:l st ates to k ' in 27)

Th~us in mat erial 2 at a point 7, thle current is a ffect ed by scattering from states

n (,.: r thei Ferini level Nit !h -k inI 2(r) to states Nvit li k ' in P.(7 ) where

(k, C. The situation described here for materild 2 is identical to the c"Ise

of a hi ocoiit act of mal~terial 2,"8 and hence the current iflo(llilation causedl by

Ow >ecattriricrII inaterial 2 is identical1 to that In a liomlocontact.

InI iii.itteriil 1, the ener-v of ant Initial stalte Iiiist be less than1 the higher

filling, li7),F. and the eiler-v ofr a final state must be greater than thle

]()%%,-r fillin, l~vol E. .1(f). Thus :I. in material 2, thle maximumiii phionon energy
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is the applied voltage eV=E>,1(7)-E<,1(7). In order to have the initial energy

greater than the final energy, the final state !' must come from material 2.

which implies that k.' <-k, because of the internal potential step as well as that

-/ ' in 2f(). And in order to affect the current, the initial electron must be one

which would go through the hole if it did not scatter, which implies k. .'-4, and

k in P.(7). Thus in material 1 the scattering that affects the current is that from

states near the Fermi level with k in ,q£() and k. >k. to states with

-k ' in P.(7) and k' <-k. where -ck, :'.

The difference between the restrictions in material 1 and those in the case of

ia homocontact i' the two additional restrictions k. >k c and k. '.-kr. Notice

the crucial role played by the critical wavector k, (defined in Eq. (2)). The-e

addAitional restrictions imply two important effects. First. scattering channels in

which the perpendicular momentum changes by less than 2k, do not change the

current through the hole. Thus, the only detectable scattering events a:e those

whose scattering angle ek', --cos-1 (k "k') is greater than a minimum scattering

angle Emin defined by sin(e -nn/2))kc j 1in (see Fig. 2). e1 in eliminates small

angle scattering from the measured signal and enhances the relitive importance

of large angle scattering. Second, for scattering angles larger than 0 the es-,ar er han(::min, t es

trictions on k. and k.' reduce the total amount of scattering contributing to the

change in current compared to the homocontact case. Thus the magnitude of

,1I in the heterocontact will be smaller than in the corresponding hon| contact.

WVe suininnarize these arguments by giving an expression for the change in

current which is derived in more detail below. The cliange in current because of

scattering in material i is usually written in terms of a spectral function "( ,),

. . . .. .. . . .



which in turn is written in terms of the phonon frequencies ;4' ), the matrix ele-

inent g.t,) (which we assume depends only on 7=--k'), and the density of

states at the Fermi level A =?kF,. rl27-:

ANl)-- "\'2\.( O) J d J dc, G(I l-' ) (6a)
E <,, O) E <,j'(0)

G ___ l.IfS (6b)
\- -'i -2-, fILk I fl , I

x I' I '- ( '-/l -'k9 ) ' ( ( -,-'

• Here ~i(")( ,kHe) is the weight factor due to geometrical effects and the integrals

over dSk and dSk, are over the Fermi surface. For the contribution to .Al from

scattering in material 2,

0 " I .. ' I x (7)

which is one-half of the hoiocontact weight factor 4 because the right side of a

homocontact contributes one-half of the signal. In material 1, the weight factor

is
__j (8)"

O (k: - )P -k- -k "X- ,
kk.

For comparison, the Eliashbcrg spectral function of superconductivity theory uses"

The energy integrals in Eq.(6a) mean that as tile applied voltage V increases, "

more phonon channels contribute so that the reistance of the contact increases.

~~~~~ ~. ........ . . . . . . . . . . . .... ...... , _ . . , -....: .: .; .Z . ., ' ' .': .. -
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In the weight factors (Eq. (7) and (8)), the 0- functions take care of the restric-

tions on k. and k.' which is where the homocontact and heterocontact weight

factors differ, and the solid angle restriction results in the expression in braces in

both equations (derived in the next section). We note that the spectral function

G(;)( ) does not depend on the sign of the voltage; forward and reverse bias

measure the same spectral function.

IV. Electron-Phonon Scattering: derivation of the weight factor

In this section we give a detailed derivation of Eqs. (6)-(8). We follow the

method of Kulik. et al.4 which consists of solving the Boltzmann equation using

F,' ,k) in the collision integral:

P(Y) of Of 1() (7,) i-i,2 ()

,'I

The scattering integral () is that appropriate to the material at the point T.

This equation can be solved by writing f =f "° +6f and integrating the resulting

equation along the path F defined above which yields"' 0

t

6f (-F(t ),k (I) f dt l(O)[f "°(-F(t ),!-(t ) (10o)

CIO

The change in current, obtained by multiplying by . and integrating over

both k anti the hole, is

Al - e d-rV 1'kV) ilt ' 1i °{'(t'),klt')), i= I,2 (11) ',"
f, k f
hole

where t is the time at which the particle reaches the hole. Note that vt, is

. •.. . .. . . . ...

.-. .. . . . . ..". . . . . . . . . . .*o. -. ., ".. ° " .° '- o °o.. . . ."-. ." . . . . . . ..-. .- 
o

.- - " 
%
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material dependent and that Al\ can be evaluated either on the left side of the

hole (in material 1) or on the right side (in material 2). For (ofverilence. We

choose to evaluate AI so that for anv k, P is entirely in material I or material

2. Thus, for electrons from the right ( k. < 0), we evaluate Al~ in materil1 2. For

electrons from the left ("k: >-0), we evaluate AI in material 1 with the condition

that only electrons which would be able to get into material 2 are considered.

Vk. >lke /m .Our expression for the current, therefore, is

-e f d2 rZO(1.. -k' )"k:.' f'd'I~ '(( ,~ (12)
hole k -~

role k _1

To simplify equation (12) we combine the integral over the hole and over

time into a single volume integral over the half tube, T(1.), parallel to T which

intersects the hole and which lies upstream from the hole (see Fig. 3)). The elec-

trons which can scatter are close to the Fermni level and have straight paths, so

that dt I =(13 / I W (s ) ds / t'F where s is the distance along the path. The

Jacobean for converting from d2rds to d3r is I rk: /y I, so that the current

is:1

Al -ex d dr( 0(k, k' )J(1)f (,4-(k.)'I1f2)jV (3
T (k)
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The electron-phonon Scattering integral.

I W f no (7 T), (0 I

-f (k)!1-f ~ Fk ~~ E' 4 ' k

in which we assume t hat gkk depends only on q =k -k places constraints on

the p)ossible energies through the Fermi factors. In the first termi (into the beam),

q, >ck because only phonon emission is included (T=O), ~ e-~- -7 in

order to have an initial state, and cj > E -,i (7) in order to have an emopty final

state. Simnilarly for thke seCOnd tcrm of t he scattering integral.

E, i (7) k' <Ek < e t-E 4 ()

The Fermi factors of the scattering integ-ral also contain geometrical restric-

ions on k and k '.In miaterial 1, because of the restrctin k .i q(.)

is necessar-ily a filled state. so that only the seodterm in the scattering, integral

cold rilbutes (out of the beam). Looking at the dist ribut ion F' (TT" ) (Figutre 2),

all possible empty final states have k. ' <-k, , and have -~in f2(7). Similarly

in miat erial 2, the rest rict ion In Eq. (13) implies that T is an emp,,.ty final state,
* an~l hnce onlythe first, termn of the satei integral contributes (into thle

beaiii). All initial s;tates h ave( k. -0 and have -k'in Q(7 ). The restrict .OTIS onl

k, can be included by uising 0 fuinet ions;. The restrnut it n -ki 'In P( 7) canl be

- m inclded in the region of Spatijal In tegrat ion he ause at any point F, the state

ias aailable as a fiinal (Initial) State in miat erial 1 (2) only if 7 is in the hialIt tube,



_T~" ), parallel to k which intersects the hole and is downstream from the hole

(the complement of T(T), see Fig. 3). Thus, restricting the region of spatial

integration to the intersection of T(k) and T(r" ) satisfies -k in 2(F).

NWith the energy and geometric restrictions included, the expressions for the

change in current caused by scattering in material 1 and material 2 are:

E <,I(O)±eV

2r f C' f d $ k: f dS"k 2
A IMl  +e..- I- kE <,,(0) E'3 z<,l(0) k:a t k rI" I gl

ri .k 1

T(flQnT 1") j

E <,2 (0)- V '

AIM 2,- f d' f d( d dS..1-3 .-3 tr , 1 ' ~ 'k l

E < 10) E < 2 ) I' 
.

drI (15b)
Tk,) n T(Px

The spatial dependence of Ei,<(-) has been neglected because Ne assume that

the cictron-phonon interaction depends only on q'--k' and not on (k or ck'

independently.

The volume of the intersecting tubes T(k) and T(k) which is necessary to

evaluate Eq. (15) ha-s been calculated by tKulik , et al.1:

dar -- " " (16)

T () T (kI)

. . . . . . . . . .
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Taking the second derivative of the current enhances the sensitivity to tile pho-

nons and yields

d -'-,4(el " el') (17)

where GO ) and G 2 are given in Eqs. (6)-(S).

This completes the derivation of the weight factor in the heterocontact case

(Eqs. (7) and (8) ). The derivation can be repeated for the case of net electron

flow from material 2 to material 1 and yields the same result for d"l/ dV 2 in the

case I elV i We now turn to the effect that this weight factor has on point
S

contact spectra.

V. Method for Calculating Alkali Spectra

In order to investigate the effect of the heterocontact weight factor on realis-

tic point contact spectra, we carried out letailed calculations of the spectra for

point contacts made from pairs of the alkali metals Li, Na, 1K, Rb, and Cs. The

alkali metals are particularly appropriate for illustrating the arguments given

above because they have nearly spherical Fermi surfaces and effective masses

close to the free electron value. The fact that the Li and Cs effective masses are
1 I

larger than the free electron value'2 could influence our quntitative results;' 3

however, we wish in this paper to emphaslize the qualitative effects of the hetero-

contact weight factor and these should not be significantly affected by the p

effective mass in Li and Cs. In addition, the alkalis have a suIlficienttv complex

phonon structure to illustrate nicely the main effects of the additional restrictions

on scattering in material I the reduced phase space available, and the minimum

S. . o-
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scattering angle.

The heterocontact weight factor differs from that for a hiorn 'on! act (.nlv fnr

scattering in material 1, so we will normalize the total spec-tral functi, n that we

calculate, G using the velocity 'F I

G G I'F 2I

where GM'(w) is defined in Eq. (6). The minimum scattering angle H (see Fig.

2) determines how different the heterocontact spectrum will be from tho average

of the two homocontact spectra. Table I lists the values of O6j used in this

work for all combinations of the five alkalis studied: emin ranges from .11.70 for a

K R~b contact to 109.20 for a Li. Cs contact.

To p~erform thle calculations we use the same miethod as in reference 14

which we summarize here. WVe assume that the F,,rmi surface is Spherical and1"

express the electron-phionon matrix element in terms of the ionic mass and

number dniY N an N), the phionon energjkes and polarizatio' etr

q*andl the screened elect ronion pseuclopotrnt ial form factor

V~( IJ),by using the one-ort hogonali zed- plan e-wave result

2A! L%'k'

* A first principles calculation of the lattice dvna zuics and elect ronl- ph1oon in te(rac-

ionl 15 developedl origi nally by IDa-ens, P asolt andi Tav kr' 5 , provi(es the inputs

* ~ ~ e~, andl V( I I)to our calculation. Th'n, dpteta is a resuilt o)f

fitting the linear re-sponse of the clharge dens ity indl Icev about anl kolaIt d it)Ii

embedd ed in an elect ron gas to IDagen's full non linear calculation or hie samne



quantIityv. This pseuidopot entIial has proven su ccessfulI in ca lu Litions of v anvis

properties or Na. K,1 and Rb. 17 giving- us confi(nce in our resul ts for thiese

met als. W\hile the one-OPW result is not st rictly valid for Li1 or Cs, we believe

that our qualitative results should apply to these metals as well.

In previous calculations of the homnocont act spectral functions or thle

alkalis, 1 4 it has been shown that inspite of the large anisotropy of the phonions in

these materials, the spectral function does not vary greatly as the crystal face on

which the contact is made changes. Hence we ne-lect the anisoltropy of the phio-

nons by calculating the average of the spectral function over all rystal directions

of the con tact. This is equivalent to usingr a weignit factor which depenids onl) oil

the angle between k and k e.. COS 'kk' or vqiniv:ilentlyunlN onl

q ~2 Fsn k '~2). Such a weight factor is simply the :ivern,,-e of It

giv-en in Eqs. (7) and (8) over all k and k ' keeping k 4 ' fixed. In iat eria 1 2 iiis

av'era ge weihit, factor is the same as t hat for thle right side of a liomiocoid act

which is simply one-half of the full homocontact result :5

Wl() - ,P 1tanEk'k*, ) .(20)

In figure 4 we show the ratio of the average weighit factor in material 1,

W )q ), calculated numerically to I0 -, (q ) given in Eq. (20) for four values of

the critical wavevector, k-, . Notice three important features of lie het erocont act.

weight factor. (1) lt'( i)( q ) is zero for (I ,-2k, since scat te(ring through ain aiigle

less t han em in in material 1 does not affce t thle cu:rrent through the hole.

(2) 110 )( q is less than11) for all (I becaus~e thle phase, pacefrp(o ens

sioll with q >2k, is smaller. (3)Tlie (integrablc) singularity in IW'2( Iq )at (I - 2kp.
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remains in 101)(q ), but tile strength of the singularity decreases bec::use fewer

2kF scattering channels satisfv the restrictions k- > kC and k. -k.

VI. Alkali Spectra

Figures 5-) show the heterocontact spectral functions for all combinations of

the five alkali metals Li, Na, K, Rb. and Cs. For the purpose of comparison with

the material 1 portion of each heterocontact function, figures 5, 7, 8, and 9 show

one-half of the homocontact spectrum for Li, Na, 1K, and Rb. respectively. (One

half of the homocontact spectrum is the portion caused by scattering in material

1.) In many of the spectra (M), Cs being a notable exception). the plhonon struc-

ture of the two materials is well separated in energy, a great advantage in analyz-

ing the spectra. kil five figures illustrate the two main effects caused by increas-

ing kc • the decrease in magnitude of the material 1 portion of the spectra, and

the decrease in relative magnitude of the highest energy peak. We comment on

the reasons for each of these efrects in turn.

The cause of the decrease in overall magnitude of the spectra for contacts to

a material with smaller bandwNith, particularly dramatic in the case of Na and IK

(Figures 6 and 7), is simply the reduced scattering implied by tile restrictions

k. "-k. and k. <-k *. First, of course, scattering with 0111. .O,, is elim-

inated from G ( ) which decreases the magnitude of G (.'). Second, the number

of channels with e , :Omin is reduced as k- grows, further decreasing the inag-

nit ude of G (w).

The different behavior (,f the different metals is due to the diT,rent strengths

of 2 k.. scattering relative to small angle scattering. Quantitatively, the ratio

* . . .* * * * ... ... . .* * . . ..
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V U(2k- ) V(0) measures the relative strnath of 2k1 scattering: the value of

this ratio is .273 for Li, .025 for Na. .057 for 1K. .172 for Rb. and .272 for Cs.

Thus in Na and K, 2kF scattering is weak and do,,s not contribute a large part of

the spectrum. As a result, the effect of eliminating scattering with H.-, <e:mn

is a sharp decrease in the overall magnitude of the Na and 1K spectra.

The decrease in relative magnitude of the highest energy peak compared to

other peaks in the spectra is particularly visible in the Li spectra (Fig. 5). This 6

effect is related to the amount that 2kF scattering contributes to each peak in

the spectra: if the contribution of 2 kF scattering to the highest energy peak is

smaller than to the other peaks, the exclusion of scattering with H "' <emin xwill .

affect the highest energy peak more than the others. To show the relative impor-

tance of 2kF phonons to the different spe,'tral peaks, we have plotted in Figure

10 the effective density of states of 2 kF phonons, f,/ () in Li. By the effective

density of states, we mean the density of states obtained by weighting each 2 kF
stateby th factr (2. .* -

state by the factor k which appears in the electron phonon

matrix element (Eq.(19)). Notice that the contribution of 2kF scattering to the

highest energy peak is smaller than to any other peak. As 2 kF scattering

becomes more dominant for increasing min the point contact spectral function

should approach the shape of fJf(":) Figure 10 shows the iALi and Li, Cs

spectral functions normalized like Jeff (- ) so each has a maximum value of 1.0;

the Li 'Cs spectrum (Onin=109.20) is indeed more like f f (wJ) in shape than tie S

Li, 1.i spectrum ( ,i, O)."

"..0 .

_S
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a ~ ~~VII. Concluding Rlemarks ct c etmcp ntei teootatc.eics

We conclude that pointcotc pcrcoyi h itoona :Leins

ures a, subst ant illk different pect ral fineit ion than in the hiomocon tact case.

corresp)onding to a different weighted average of the scattering, rate over the

Fermi surface. Thle weight factor w~e have calcuilated for free elect ron metals III

the absence of interfacial scattering (Eq. (7) and (8)) rz'stricts the observedl

scattering in material I to that between Initial -'tates with k> -:k-, and final

sae %thk. 2wk %%-er k,4 =%7i isi-i the transverse va %e v ec t or

neces-sary to cross the internal potential barrier. The weiglht factor for scatteri'ng~

in mat erial 2 is the same as in the huiloconntact. A\pplicat ion of t he h et erocont act

weight factor to the calcu!at ion of realistiic al:kali mnetal spectra shows that thle

hieterocontact weight factor has a draniat ic effec(t onl the spectra, anl il!Fect that

should be experimien tally observable. First, the relative strength of the iiiater:Ld

1 portion of the spectra decreas es relativ.e to the material 2 p~ort ion as k.

increases. Second, the shape of the material 1 portion changes so that 21'.' pho-

non scatteringr is more prominent as /'.- increases.

Whiile we have derived results only for free electron metals. it is possible to

extendl the results in a specuilative way to more realis--tic 'systems. The featuire of

the neterocontact problem that leads to a substantially different weight factor is

the restrictions onl which electrons cani enter mat erial 2 from 1 and on which

states electrons enter when crossing from mat erial 2 to 1. 1In free elect ron mectals,

the-: e restrict ions are neat ly given in termns of k~ as in the last paragraph, or

eqim ivalen t 1% by lie requ iirenent, thIiat momnent ii np arallel to thle in terface is con-

served. Clearly at a real, possibly disordered in terface thle cryst al niont u ini



parallel to the interface is not necessarily conserved. A simple model of interfa-

cial scattering (6-function barrier) indicates that scattering at the interface

changes the shape of the signal and the relative contributions of scattering in

material 1 and 2 .9 At a realistic interface, to the extent that parallel crystal

momentum is conserved, there will be severe restrictions on electrons passing

between two materials with very different Fermi surface sizes (ie., different kF 's).

These restrictions will lead to a heterocontact weight factor that is substantially

different from the homocontact one (though perhaps not given by Eqs.(6)-(8)) and

may lead to observable differences in the point contact spectrum. We suggest

that the Al/In heterocontact is a fruitful system for future experimental and

theoretical work because the Fermi surfaces are relatively simple, the vahues of

kF are sufficiently different (10-15'%), and the phonon spectra are reasonably well

separated in energy (E)D 391 K for A, 129 K for In).
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TABLE 1. The minimumi scattering angle iii mat erial 1, O min orpisfallI

metals. Omn is defined by sIfl(Hmin..2 )=k /k.i1'7777i The Fermi

WaVevector. kF2, is listed below each material: a dash in the table signifies

ma te r i all material 2

Li Na K Rb Cs

kF2 (A- 1 ) 1.121 .923 .7-15 .693 .615

Li 0 67.80 93.80 10l.SO 109.2)

Na -0 72.0" 81.8( 91:3T)

NK - 0 41.70 60.3')

Rb- -0 4-1.5
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Ideal interface between two metals. (a) The conduction bands in equilibri-

um are shown. A-i- is the intrinsic barrier seen by electrons coming from

the left. (b) The equilibrium distribution just to the left and just to the right of

the interface are shown. k, 2m =V A -/2) 1 is the critical wavevector: electrons

must have k. >k c to pass from material 1 to material 2. and electrons in materi-

al 1 which came from material '2 must have k. <-k c . Electrons in the shaded re-

gions will cross the interface; those in the hatched regions have crossed the inter-

face; those in the blank region stay in metal 1.

Fig. 2. Point contact of radius a under a forward bias without scattering. The

distribution function fn' (7.") for electrons is sho-n at 6 points in space. The x

indicates the point in space at which the dist ribution in ' is drawn. Shaded and

hatched regions are as in figure 1. The shape of F' severely restricts the possible

electron-phonon scattering events: the initial state in material 1 must have

k. -- k, in order for the scattering event to affect the current, and any empty

final state must have k:1 <-ke The indicated angle en,,, defined by

sin(Eni,."2)=kc /kF I, is the smallest angle of scattering in metal 1 that contri-

butes to decreasing the current.

.. . . . . ....
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Fig. 3. The regions of space for calculating AI due to the electron-phonon in-

teraction. T(k1 ) (vertical shading) is the half-tube parallel to r, upstream from

the hole, while T(k"2 ) (plus shading) is the corresponding tube for '. T(") (X

shading) and Tk 2 ) (horizontal shading) are the downstream complements of

T(jk:) and T(k') respectively. The contribution of scattering between ;:, and "0

to AIM'}, the change in current in material 1, comes from the intersection of
T(k 1 ) and T(k'0 ) (grid shading). Likewise, the contribution to AI(2), the change

in current in material 2, comes from the intersection of T(,-) and T(k 1 ) (starred

shading).

Fig. 4. The ratio of the weight factor for scattering in material 1, W(')(q ), to

that for scattering in material 2, Wt,( 2 )(q ) as a function of the magnitude of the

phonon wavevector q=2kpsin(Ek. t (2 )(q) is equal to one-half of the

homocontact weight factor ( 1(1-6 ',"/tanOe ,), where O.,, =cos(-) ).
4

Curves are shown for four values of the the critical value of the wavevector,
k, =/2miL 1-IL)/: k /kF i= 0.1, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. IV(')(q) is zero for q less

than 2k, , so that scattering through angles less than Omin does not contribute to

the spectral function. IV(')(q ) is smaller than IV( 2 )(q ) for all q because the res-

trictions k: >k, and k. I <-k reduce the amount of scattering at every q. As in

the homocontact case, WO')(q ) diverges at q = 2 kF1, enhancing the effect of 2krl

phonons.

- • . .° . .. . .. . . . - . - 7
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Fig. 5. The spectral function, G(..), for a Li Na contact (dotted line) and a

Li,'Cs contact (solid line) compared to one-half of the .i homocontact spectral

function (dashed line). The magnitude of the Li portion of the spectrum de-

creases', as the bandwith of the second material, p., decreases because the phase

space for scattering becomes more restricted. The shape of the Li portion

changes as p2 decreases reflecting the increasing importance of 2kF phonons and

the lack of small angle scattering. In particular, the relative height of the high

energy peak decreases. The shape of the Na and Cs portions of the spectrum is

the same as in the homocontact case: howvever, the normalization differs by the

ratio y"F2 t''Fi

Fig. 6. The spectral function. G(.:), for Li N. contact ( dashed line), a Li Rb con-

tact (solid line), and a Li Cs contact (dotted line, the sane as in Fig. 5). In the

case of the Li Rb and Li Cs contacts, the Li portion of the spectra is well J

separated from the Rb and Cs portion. The spectrum of the Li,,K contact has a

particularly large peak near 9 meV because the highest energy K peak and lowest

energy Li peak nearly coincide. The spectra for energies above 10 meV clearly

show the effect of the changing weight factor.

.. -.. " .... ...... ..... . ... . ... .. . . ........ ... ..... ..... .....• "- --?.- ' :.' .- .. ,.:, .'...: .. '.,.....,,_' ..,~t. J 2.' ,"....,.......-...,.'.."."."......"...............................--"..........-....... "" " -- t -
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Fiz. 7. The spectral function, C( '), for a Na/'Cs contact (solid line), a Nal? h,

contact (dotted line), and a NalN contact (dashed-dotted line) compared to one-

half of the Na homocontact spectral function (dashed line). Because the form fac-

tor for 2 kF scattering is particularly small in Na, the effect of the smaller

bandwidth materials on the Na portion of the spectra is dramatic: the magnitude

of the Na portion decreases sharply and the height of the highest energy Na peak

is reduced relative to the rust of the Na spectrum.

Fig. 8. The spectral function, G (w), for a K'iCs contact (solid line) and a 1./Rb

contact (dotted line) compared to one-half of the spectrum for a K homocontact

(dashed line). As in the case of Na shown in Fig. 7, the weakness of scattering by

2kF phonons in K leads to a sharp decrease in the K portion of the spectra as it.,

decreases.

Fig. 9. The spectral function, G (,.), for a Rbi"Cs contact (solid line) compared to

one-half of the spectrum from a Rb homocontact (dashed line). The Rb and Cs

portions of the spectrum overlap considerably leading to a complicated structure.

However, as in the other conbinations of alkalis, the change in weight factor

causes a decrease in the highest energy Rb peak.

i

a-- * .
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Fig. 10. The effective 2k F density of tate, f,/f (,), for 1.1 J.zolid line) ro)mpared

to one-half of the Li homocontact spec zum (dashed line) and to the Li C's -pec-

trum (dotted line), all normalized so that their maximum value is 1. f, K() is

the fraction of 2 kF phonons with fr(iqucncies between - and -- d - eighted by

(2k- .- " ,) The shape Li C's spectrum. in which 2kF phonons are em-

phsized because small angle scattering is eliminated, is much more like that of

fel (f) than is the Li homicoritact spectrum.
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